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Who are these Kids? What are they Doing?
Where do you find students from Central
High School, Talmadge Middle School,
Luckiamute Charter School, Kings Valley
Charter School and homeschool all mixed
together in a cohesive group doing crazy, helpful and soul enriching things on a
Thursday evening? At ACCESS—The Gate’s
version of an old-fashioned youth group but
with a few updates that pique teens’ interests and keep them coming back. ACCESS
is led by a lively foursome of young adults
who care deeply about teens and love them,
just like Jesus does. As volunteer intern, Jonah Lutz says, “I never have to drag myself
here on Thursdays…just anticipating the
good times and the challenges students have
to share, makes it easy to be there—even on
rainy winter nights when I’ve had only 3 hours of sleep and need to be at work at midnight!”
What keeps such a diverse group of youth coming to ACCESS? As they put it, “Here we feel safe, loved and can be ourselves.” “Here we are friends with people outside of our friendship groups at school.” “Here we just turn off our phones
and play crazy games, pray for each other if we want, sing or listen to music and learn something about living a life of
caring about others.”
And, ACCESS isn’t just on Thursdays. The youth meet to do service projects like gathering clothes for the homeless and
feeding them, doing bottle drives to support ministries for which they are passionate, participating in winter and spring
retreats and summer camps with the goal of becoming camp counselors. A yearly highlight is a late August canoeing
adventure. When the weekend turned out cold and rainy plan B was a weekend-long laser tag event at the coast. Not
exactly floating the river for three warm summer days in God’s beautiful outdoors but, as one girl said, “Good enough.
At least we got to be together and our leaders had lots of lessons to teach us about life not always being fair!”
ACCESS meets most every Thursday at 6:15 year-round and welcomes all middle and high school students. It truly is a
place where youth are known, encouraged and encounter God’s love.
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Who is this guy?
Meet Ben Bobeda. He is the driving force behind ACCESS and is a key player in
most all the other ministries at The Gate. In fact, He has been an active volunteer
at The Gate for at least a decade and a half!
Ben and his wife, Sarah, have three active teenagers of their own. Ben runs his
own screen-printing business, recently built his family home, is a missionary to
youth in rural Polk County, runs a summer camp and has been the leader of The
Gate Building Team the past two years.
Just as he takes great pride in building structures, Ben also takes much pride
and puts much effort in building strong foundations for young lives. In addition
to ACCESS, he does a chat with students before dinner at Thursdays @The Gate
where he answers their questions about life or shares with them about something
that has been meaningful to him that week. As one student put it, “Ben always has
something to say that makes me think hard about my values in life.” “Sometimes I
agree and sometimes I don’t and that’s OK with Ben. He knows I will be back.”
When the youth arrive at ACCESS or Thursdays @ The Gate, the first thing they ask
is not “What’s for dinner?”, but instead, “Is Ben going to be here today?” Thank
you, Ben, for being there for youth for the last fifteen years and making The Gate a place where youth are known, encouraged, and loved unconditionally.

The President’s Thoughts
It’s an exciting time at The Gate. As you can see in the picture below, The Gate Community Youth Center is moving from
an idea to provide a place for kids to a real-life building where kids will be known encouraged and encounter Christ’s
love! So why isn’t this newsletter full of stories about what the new center will look like? Well, because we don’t think
that’s the most important thing! As a woodworker I think of it like getting a new bandsaw. It’s a really neat tool and fun to
work with but kind of meaningless unless I build something with it. The Gate Community Youth Center is the same—it’s really neat and will be fun to have but it’s only valuable if we use it to do something. Something like making kids “feel safe,
loved and comfortable being themselves.” Something like showing them how to deal with life’s “unfairness.” Something
like challenging students to think about “their values in life.” Something like ACCESS, or Tuesday Lunch, or Thursdays @
The Gate or, maybe, Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday @ The Gate! The exciting thing about the new youth center is
what we can do for youth with it. We look forward to working with each of you to make that happen!

